
The Empire Report - Friday, May 12, 2023 - Race Recap

Race 1 - STATEMENT MADE A kept going until making his way to the top to the quarter, carved out a
strong clip on his own terms then confidently held off the tripsitter to the wire - he's definitely enjoying life
at this $15K level! MISSILE SEELSTER left fast and seated LETTUCERIPRITA A before releasing the
winner to the quarter, was right there all the way and chased the top one home a solid 2nd best - sharp try
tonight. LETTUCERIPRITA A was pocketed early then sitting 3rd by the quarter, chased as best he could
but just wasn't up to the top pair in the latter stages - easily bested the others, though. MINK STREET went
around a stopper to the half then passed a drifter off turn three, couldn't keep rallying once they hit the final
turn and had to settle for 4th - wasn't "good", but wasn't "bad" either. JK LUCKY CHARMS was outleft at
the start despite a heavy urge, moved off the cones on turn three but was instantly drifting and empty -
struggles continue. DERECHO didn't function for a new barn, off a bad date

Race 2 - C BET HANOVER got away nicely in the two hole, was able to come out uncovered to 3/4s and
soon came after new leader GARDYS LEGACY A, powered right on by into the stretch and crushed these
in the end - big effort returning from PA! GALANTE A had to back off when three others left to his inside,
gapped a bit on turn three as the pace really quickened, came out from 4th on the final turn then found his
best stride late to take over 2nd, though well behind the top one - good finish. GARDYS LEGACY A got
away 3rd then rushed up uncovered to the half, paced a sub-:27 quarter to blow by the leader on the back
side, soon felt the winner coming after him and gave way once into the stretch, also losing 2nd near the end
- clearly didn't finish nearly well enough, but still showed a very nice brush in his first start for new
connections. SILAS SEELSTER sat in the back and was never a factor, pacing home steadily for 4th.
ROSE RUN X CON blasted hard and seated the others, was unable to deal with GARDYS LEGACY A on
the back side and gave way to that one's rush, really tiring once into the lane. TWIN B RAPTOR broke
before the start

Race 3 - MAN DONTFORGET ME left well and got away in the pocket to CHERYLS SHADOW,
watched that one park JIVE DANCING A then came out to take on the softened leader to 3/4s, paced on by
on the final turn and took a clear lead into the stretch, staying strong right through the wire - sharp tonight.
MISS DOTTIE MAE closed the hole on JIVE DANCING A early on resulting in that one being brutally
parked, slipped out behind the winner to 3/4s then moved up into 2nd in the lane, a solid 2nd best.
UPTOWN HANOVER came out from 6th on the back side then swung wide around the now tiring parked
horse to 3/4s, was still wide on the final bend and was able to sustain her bid nicely into the lane to take
home 3rd. BETTERB CHEVRON N swung three wide from last at 3/4s, stacked even wider into the final
turn then paced home strong in the lane, finishing 4th while not far off 3rd - she's holding her form nicely
as she re-climbs the class ladder. ROCKN PHILLY gapped in 5th to the quarter, came off the cones and
between horses on the final turn, but could only beat the tired ones. CHERYLS SHADOW flew to the top
from her outside post but was forced to park JIVE DANCING A to a :26.3 opener, kept on rolling and
finally dismissed that rival to 3/4s only to feel instant heat from the winner, gave way on the final turn and
(understandably) tired badly. (6) JIVE DANCING A was shut out of a tuck and forced to go up and try for
the lead, was hung out to dry in hot fractions and called it a night on the back side.

Race 4 - BETTER B SWIFT got away 3rd then pulled first over on the back side, blew past the leader to
the final turn then dug in through the lane to preserve the victory - came into tonight 13-0-0-0 on the
season, but was able to find his way to the winner's circle. VIVA LAS VEGAS N followed the winner all
the way, was up into 2nd on the final turn, had dead aim approaching the wire but just couldn't go by
(perhaps that's why he's 1 for 26 here over the last 2 years). ON THE VIRG got away in the two hole, came
out from 4th on the final turn after being caught behind the tiring leader and paced home steadily for 3rd
behind the top pair - back to back good efforts. GRATIAN HANOVER came out from 6th to 3/4s, pacing
home mildly to be a non-threatening 4th. YER SO BAD was never a factor. LYONS KING looked steppy
and erratic throughout - his new barn has some work to do! ROCKATHON went right to the top and cut a
strong half, gave way to the winner's brush to the final turn, tired, then broke into the stretch

Race 5 - THE REAL ONE moved around a struggler and into 4th to the quarter, came out to 3/4s then
gained cover from the pocket popping GENIUS MAN, was up into 2nd on the final turn then rolled on by



once into the stretch, scoring easily off the perfect trip. GENIUS MAN made a quick lead and opened a
hole for BLUEBIRD RECON, let HES ELECTRIC take over on turn two and sat the two hole, popped out
before 3/4s and easily took over command on the final turn, had no answers when the winner came calling
into the stretch but stayed on very well to be easily 2nd best. MAJOR SHOW came out from 5th on the
final turn, moved three wide then kicked home with good energy for the show spot - continues to race well.
BLUEBIRD RECON left well and found the early pocket, was back to 3rd as the lead changed hands on
turn two, slipped out from 4th on the final turn and finished ok, not far off the show spot - good try at 73-1!
EDDARD HANOVER came out on the final turn from 6th, angled into the stretch but found his best stride
a little too late. LISBURN was never in play from the back of the pack. HES ELECTRIC worked hard to
brush to command on turn two, gave way to the tripsitter on the final turn and caved badly from there -
really not his preferred trip! NIGHT WATCHMAN just didn't function at all for his new barn

Race 6 - DARBY HANOVER was outleft by VILLAGE JADE and got away in 3rd, was cut loose to the
quarter and took over on turn two, met with a stern challenge from TECHYS ANGEL A to 3/4s then finally
fought that one off into the stretch, all out to the end but able to prevail as the 3/5 choice. VILLAGE JADE
left quickly and was able to swoop to the lead on turn one, let the winner take over on turn two, had room
inside for the drive home and paced well to the wire, but was unable to get past the top one and settled for a
close 2nd. TECHYS ANGEL A had to back off when the top pair left to her inside, came out brushing from
5th to the half and was soon attacking the winner on the back side (into the fastest part of the mile), was
still battling into the stretch and only weakened a bit at the end, a close 3rd despite a very tough trip!
COMMANDER CATHY N got shuffled to turn three before coming out from 5th on the back side, gained
steadily and was a closer 2nd over by the final turn, pacing home well to the end though unable to do better
than a close 4th. SMOOTH DEBATE N left well to get away in the pocket but was back to 3rd on turn two,
lost ground as the pace really quickened to 3/4s and just wasn't quite up to the top ones tonight.
ROCKNROLL ANNIE was unable to get anywhere near the action after getting away at the back

Race 7 - HEARTLANDBANYSBRO came out 2nd over on the back side but was soon three wide around
dull cover, rallied up into 2nd on the final turn then just blew by at the top of the lane, crushing these as he
pleased - was "sneaky good" last week, and able to really build off that tonight! AWESOMENESS came
out from last off turn three then ended up 3rd over to 3/4s, was three wide from last on the final turn but
found a good gear into the lane, easily besting the others for 2nd...and completing a VERY playable $162
exacta! HEART ON MY SLEEVE pulled first over from turn three but was a bit sluggish on the back side,
watched the winner swoop around him to 3/4s but to his credit, kept on plodding along and managed to take
home the show spot in a close photo. BLOOD BROTHER saved ground and was shuffled back, angled into
the stretch and did finish well, just missing 3rd - encouraging try. GOTHIC ROCK often dislikes cutting a
mile...and tonight was no exception (opened a clear lead to the final turn but caved badly in the
homestretch). ROCK N TONY found the pocket off turn one, had room inside for the drive home (after the
leader tired) but had little anyway.

Race 8 - DRAMA ACT left just enough to force the outside leavers to back off then worked her way to the
top to the quarter, cut a reasonable half then avoided any real pressure to the final turn, carried a clear lead
into the stretch but had to dig in at the end to hang on. PURE SILKY let the winner take over to the quarter,
popped out to the top of the lane and was cutting into the margin late....but just couldn't quite get there -
good try! MORNING HAS BROKEN was caught wide into the first turn before backing off into 4th, came
out 2nd over to 3/4s then dropped back inside to the final turn, kicking home with good pace to be a close
3rd. DELITFULCATHERIN N had to retreat to last after being caught 4 wide into the first turn, pacing
home well into a sharp final quarter to be a close 4th - useful first start back after the Matchmaker Series.
LUCKY ARTIST A pulled uncovered from 3rd to 3/4s, offered only a weak bid and faded in the stretch -
feels like the classy old warrior could use a little freshening

Race 9 - KEYSTONE DASH avoided getting looped and made the top off turn one, let ALTA BLUES A
take over and sat to that one's back, shook free once into the stretch and rallied on by to the "pocket rocket"
victory. ALTA BLUES A was caught wide on the first turn before taking over from the eventual winner, cut
a solid half before dealing with a hard test from EPIC ACE to 3/4s, fought that one off to the top of the lane
but was softened enough to be unable to hold off the tripsitter - nice try. EPIC ACE pulled uncovered from
4th on turn three and rushed up to challenge to 3/4s, was fought off at the head of the lane but stayed on



well to the end to pick up 3rd - good sign of life? BUTTER UP came out from 5th to the top of the lane,
finding just enough to move up a spot into 4th. SWAGASAURUSREX left well and ended up sitting 3rd,
coming up short in the lane after sitting the easy trip. HURRIKANE GEORGIE had no offer in yet another
disappointing try. GENTLEMENSATTITUDE always had the best view

Race 10 - SEAFARER ended up 3rd over to 3/4s, followed wide to the last turn then moved four deep, hit
his stride into the lane and slingshotted right on by to win impressively - he'd been away for NINE months
since being claimed for $40K last August, but our highest % trainer had no trouble having him ready for his
return! MAJESTIC KIWI N was used aggressively early as he made a couple of moves to secure the lead,
left BRUSHING UP out into a quick half, carried a clear lead into the stretch but was just no match for the
winner's powerful stretch burst, settling for an excellent 2nd. ALWAYS BETTER moved out from 6th on
the final turn, tipped wide to the top of the lane and rallied nicely for the show spot. SULLIVAN came out
from 4th to 3/4s then swung wide to the final turn, finished up mildly for 4th but was clearly outkicked by
the top ones. BETTER UP left well and made the top off turn one, yielded to a retake and sat the pocket,
was briefly out behind BRUSHING UP to 3/4s before dropping back into the pocket to the final turn....then
coming up empty once into the lane. DESIRES CAPTAIN sat 7th and was no factor. ALOTBETTOR N
was unable to get into the hunt from last. BRUSHING UP was cut loose from 3rd on turn two but hung out
to dry by MAJESTIC KIWI N. battled a long way with that one but understandably hit the wall before they
turned for home.


